CAREER AT TROX

Are you interested in creative work and innovation?

People who work for TROX can develop their own ideas and take up technical and personal challenges. Here they have the freedom to develop themselves and their skills.

At TROX YOU set the course for your future!

You have set yourself goals and are eager to achieve them?

Welcome to TROX!

CURRENT VACANCIES

TROX Austria GmbH
Lichtblaustraße 15
1220 Wien, Austria
Telefon +43 1 250 43-0
Fax +43 1 250 43-34
E-Mail: trox@trox.at

Online-Services

› TROX Academy
› Your contact partner
› Online fault report

Service-Hotlines

Sales Austria and technical consulting
+43 1 250 43-0
Contact

TROX IN SOCIAL WEB
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